Event & Community Supporter
You’re a natural people-person that enjoys connecting with others and providing support. You
might be introverted or prefer to play a behind the scenes role. You are passionate about
recovery from substance use disorder and believe in the power of community. Our vision of
impacting the lives of one million people in recovery by 2025 through local programming fires
you up. If this sounds like you, keep reading.
“SUPPORT” TRANSLATES TO SO MANY THINGS! Here are some specific examples that makes
Phoenix’s sober-active community thrive:
•
•
•
•

Event Concierge - Warmly welcome and check volunteers into events to make sure each
participant is included and counted
Event Assistant- Set up or break down equipment to help with general event needs
Community Ambassador - Share Phoenix events across your community, from social
media to flyers to listservs, so more people get to experience the gift of The Phoenix
Community Organizer - Connect diverse communities to The Phoenix to ensure that our
events resonate with communities historically underserved by the recovery movement

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS & COMMITMENT
•
•
•
•

Exemplify the Phoenix Guiding Principles: Healing Culture, Growth Mindset,
Introspection and Humility, Being of Service
Commit to 6 months of volunteering. We understand if priorities change; we can work
with 1 month; 6 months is ideal.
Consent to a background check*
18 or older

TRAINING, SUPPORT, & BENEFITS
•
•
•
•

Robust onboarding experience including a Phoenix overview and training on supporting
safe, inclusive, and accessible events
Phoenix will pay for your CPR or First Aid certification if needed or wanted!
Phoenix swag and appreciation at important impact milestones
Ongoing support from staff and a community of volunteers after onboarding

*Background checks are required for all Phoenix volunteers in alignment with our commitment
to safety. There is no cost for the background check and the Phoenix is absolutely open to
working with individuals with criminal histories. Decisions are made on a case-by-case basis.
Any questions or concerns can be addressed by contacting VolunteerSupport@thePhoenix.org

ABOUT US
The Pheonix is on a mission to impact the lives of 1 million people by 2025 by building a sober
active community that fuels resilience and harnesses the transformational power of connection
so that together we rise, recover, and live. The only way we can ignite this movement is
through the service of dedicated volunteers serving the recovery community. Phoenix
Volunteers are empowered to play a pivotal role in delivering local programming to new
members, creating a hyperlocal Phoenix experience for anyone, anywhere, anytime. Since
2006, we have served 43,000 individuals through our free programs for anyone with 48 hours
of continuous sobriety.
At Phoenix, we welcome people from all backgrounds, and strive to create a healing-centered
environment that allows everyone to bring their authentic selves to the workplace. We do not
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, creed, gender, gender expression, age, national
origin, ancestry, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, or military status.

